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Zero Waste, Plastics

Plastics Are Not Bad

It would be 4X worse for the environment to replace plastics with an 
alternative material, across all applications of plastics

The solution is more sustainable plastic use

40% of plastic is single-use

Plastics we throw out will outlive us by up to 1000 years

Source: True Cost, World Plastic Council



Zero Waste, Plastics - A Solution

Refuse single-use plastics and use alternative, biodegradable or zero waste solutions: 

● Bamboo toothbrush with silk bristles 
● Silk floss

● Toothpaste cubes

● Reusable & washable face washcloth  

● Bar shampoo, conditioner, soap, shaving cream, deodorant, lotion & powder dry shampoo

● Biodegradable & recyclable packaging

● Travel with reusable straws, dinnerware, tote bag & a water bottle

● Brands that take the plastic problem seriously

○ Lush Cosmetics, Clean Cult, Zero Waste Cartel, Makeup Eraser, wowe, Envirosax



Sustainable Fashion



Sustainable Fashion

One garbage truck of clothes is send to a landfill or 
burned EVERY SECOND

that is...

$400B worth of wasted clothing every year

Source: Ellen MacArthur Foundation, World Economic Forum



Sustainable Fashion

It takes 2,700 liters of water to make ONE cotton t-shirt

that is...

The amount of water one person drinks in 2.5 years

Source: Ellen MacArthur Foundation, World Economic Forum



Sustainable Fashion

The making and washing of one pair of jeans emits the 
same CO2 

…

as driving 69 miles

Source: Ellen MacArthur Foundation, World Economic Forum



Sustainable Fashion

Polyester garments shed minute microfibers during 
wash cycle, that are not biodegradable

...

Because they are minute, they easily pass through 
sewage & treatment plants into our waterways

Source: Ellen MacArthur Foundation, World Economic Forum



Sustainable Fashion - A Solution

● Rent, don’t buy (if possible)
● Buy second hand
● Wash in cold water
● Buy upcycled clothing (clothing waste is transformed into something new)

○ Urban Renewal (by Urban Outfitters), ASOS Eco Edit (by Asos)

● Buy recycled clothing (materials are broken down and reused - cotton, plastic bottles etc)

○ Patagonia, Albion Fit, Lyme Terrace, Good Krama, Athleta 
● Visit Love Your Clothes for more resources! 
● Pro Tip: Keep Your Clothes Longer, Buy Less New Stuff

https://www.loveyourclothes.org.uk/


Period Hygiene Products



Period Hygiene Products - A Solution

On average a period-having person throws away 250 to 300 pounds (113 - 136 kg) of 
period hygiene products in a lifetime

● Reusable pads - Lunapads, GladRags, EcoFemme
● Cups - Diva Cup, Moon Cup, Keeper 
● Period underwear - Thinx , RubyLove, Dear Kate
● Organic cotton alternatives which break down much more easily - MyFreda, 

Ohne, TOTM
● In some cases, the insertion of a device like an IUD can eliminate a period 

altogether 

Source: Journal of Clinical Microbiology



Means and Mode of Travel



Means and Mode of Travel

Transport contributes to nearly a quarter of global energy-related greenhouse gas emissions, and 18% of 

all man made emissions in the global economy

Motor vehicles collectively cause 75 percent of carbon monoxide pollution in the U.S.

Road transport is estimated to be responsible for up to 30% of particulate emissions (PM) in European 

cities and up to 50% of PM emissions in OECD ( The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 

Development) countries – mostly due to diesel traffic

An estimated 3.7 million premature deaths are attributed to ambient (outdoor) air pollution

Source: World Health Organization



Means and Mode of Travel - A Solution

● Fly less

○ Spend more time in one destination

○ Bike or walk around destinations

○ Travel by train, bus or car share between countries/destinations

○ Fly fewer long distance flights

● Support airlines that are working toward carbon neutral 

○ United flew the most eco-friendly flight on World Environment Day (utilization of 

sustainable aviation biofuel; zero cabin waste efforts; carbon offsetting; and operational efficiencies)

○ Qantas flew the first zero waste flight in Australia by eliminating single-use plastics



Offset Travel Impacts - Misc Solutions

● Skip meat a few days a week 
○ Livestock are responsible for 18% of the greenhouse gases that cause global warming, more than cars, planes 

and all other forms of transport put together, they also contribute to 100 other polluting gases and are major 
drivers of deforestation as well as more than 2,400 gallons of water to produce just 1 pound of meat

○ Eating less beef and more beans would cut deaths by 5-7%
● Purchase carbon offsets

○ Carbon offsets are a form of trade. When you buy an offset, you fund projects that reduce greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions

○ When the average American car produces more CO2 in a year than the total annual production of an average 
global citizen, it's clear that monetary investments cannot replace actual GHG reductions in developed 
nations

○ People who are unwilling to change their lifestyle use carbon offsets as an easy, monetary way out of taking 
real responsibility - offsets don't excuse excess, but if viewed as aid for people and the environment, they 
can be beneficial

Source: Oxford Martin School, Food and Agricultural Organisation, Peta, Stuff You Should Know
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